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ABSTRACT 
With the popularization of intelligent transport and mobile 
internet services, vehicles and people on board generate 
increasing amounts of data. To match future networks with 
this use case, tools are needed to analyze the requirements 
set for the network. In this paper, we study the characteristics 
of data traffic in the context of networked vehicles. We 
generate data traffic based on real-world vehicle traces and 
reported data patterns of end-user applications and vehicles. 
Based on this, we propose a two-level hidden Markov model 
to describe both large and small temporal characteristics of 
data traffic from vehicles aggregated on base stations. We 
evaluate the proposed model by comparing the original and 
synthesized data. The results show that the proposed model 
can well characterize the data traffic from vehicles. 
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Traffic modelling; Hidden Markov Model; Vehicular traffic; 
Internet of Things. 

ACM Classification Keywords 
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performance modelling 

INTRODUCTION 
With the popularization of intelligent transportation and 
mobile internet services, large amounts of data from vehicles 
and people on board need to be sent through networks. The 
services used by vehicle drivers and passengers generate data. 
Intelligent transportation requires monitoring vehicle 
behavior and environment states and thus exchanging 
information through networks. Furthermore, vehicles are 
regarded as useful carriers for crowd-sourcing, collecting 
data about road condition, traffic density, unmanned vehicles 
etc. As a result, large amounts of data need to be transmitted, 

often to the cloud. The data traffic places a burden 
specifically on the network infrastructure near the roads. 

 

Predicting the amount of data traffic generated in this use 
case would facilitate optimizing the network performance 
and designing future networks. However, modelling such 
data traffic is challenging. As the vehicles are in motion and 
the amount of vehicles and the behavior of the people vary 
during the day, the network load changes dynamically and is 
heavily unbalanced. Due to this dynamicity and the 
complexity of the generated data, the widely accepted traffic 
models for Internet [1-3] cannot be directly used in this use 
case. The recent traffic models for machine-to-machine 
traffic [4][5] and video streaming traffic [6] in cellular 
networks do not take into account the data traffic aggregated 
in this use case. More analysis about the traffic modelling 
methods see the section below. Moreover, the restrictions set 
by network operators prevent building a model based on data 
traffic monitored from real vehicles. Obviously, this is the 
case with future scenarios as well. Hence, new solutions are 
needed. 

In this paper, we use the available information to build a 
model for the data traffic produced by vehicles and people 
on board. We simulate data traffic and analyze the 
characteristics of different types of data produced by both the 
vehicular devices, such as sensors, and the devices used by 
drivers and passengers, taking the behavior of people into 
account. We propose a two-level hidden Markov model to 
characterize the data traffic aggregated on the base stations 
of mobile cellular networks. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first 
describe the data traffic from vehicles and discuss related 
work about data traffic modelling. Then we introduce the 
method for obtaining the data traffic used for our modelling. 
Following this, we describe the proposed modelling method. 
Finally, we present the evaluation and summarize the results.  

VEHICLES AND DATA TRAFFIC 

Data Traffic from Vehicles  
In this paper, we focus on the data transmitted between the 
base stations and the devices inside vehicles. People 
travelling in vehicles use various services with mobile 
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devices. In addition, vehicles are equipped with devices 
(vehicular devices) to obtain data, control the vehicle and 
provide services. For example, sensor data can be sent to the 
cloud, processed, and then used for various purposes. All this 
requires connectivity and generates data traffic (Figure 1).   

In general, this data traffic exhibits the following 
characteristics: 

 Unbalanced, heterogeneous data types. The multimedia 
data for personal entertainment is generally transmitted 
in bursts and the amount of data is high. On the other 
hand, although the devices equipped in vehicles produce 
less data, the number of these devices can be higher and 
they typically generate data continuously during the 
whole driving period.  

 Periodicity. Personal activity may exhibit regularity, 
based on daily routines. Therefore, the data may exhibit 
corresponding periodic features.     

 Geographical variance. Since personal activities and 
routines are typically associated with locations, the data 
traffic varies between locations as well.  

 

Figure 1. Various data sent from and to devices in vehicles. 

To summarize, the data traffic aggregated on each base 
station depends on the number of vehicles on nearby roads 
and the data traffic from these vehicles. Moreover, the 
behavior and the number of people on board affect the data 
traffic generated by a single vehicle. 

Data Traffic Modelling: State of the Art 
Traffic modelling for IP-based Internet has been studied 
actively to determine the performance requirements that 
applications set to the network. Some early studies reported 
that IP traffic has the characteristics of self-similarity and 
Long-Range Dependence (LRD) [1-2]. The multifractal 
property of network traffic is discussed in [3]. Furthermore, 
analytically simple procedures, that are based on Markovian 
model,  can be used for calculating network performance and 
predicting future network traffic [7][8]. 

Recently, due to their simple structure and tractable 
complexity, Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [9] and 
Hidden semi-Markov Models (HsMMs) [10] have been used 
to model network traffic, such as source traffic [11], the 
arrival process of Web traffic [12], clustering and classifying 
workload patterns [13], and characterizing second order self-
similar network traffic [14]. However, in these models the 

entire traffic process is assumed to be controlled by a single 
Markov or semi-Markov chain, which does not comply with 
the behavior of actual network traffic. In [15], a Nested 
Hidden Markov Model (NHMM) with variable state-
duration is proposed to model the time-varying oscillation 
behavior of Internet traffic: the first layer hidden Markov 
chain with variable state-duration controls the time-varying 
oscillatory process and the second layer hidden Markov 
chain describes the local fluctuations within one oscillation 
stage. We share this idea to use two-level nested hidden 
Markov chain to model the periodical behavior of the data 
traffic. However, we use the arrival rate of the clustered data 
to describe the second level states and modified piecewise 
aggregation method to obtain the first level state, which is 
more related with the aggregated data traffic. 

Several traffic models have been proposed for machine-to-
machine (M2M) and ubiquitous sensor networks (USN). 
Poisson arrival process has been used to model the traffic of 
each individual sensor node [4], and the On/Off model for 
USN traffic [16]. M2M and smartphone traffic has been 
compared in several aspects including temporal traffic 
patterns, device mobility, application usage, and network 
performance [5]. The authors show that M2M traffic 
typically exhibits different diurnal patterns, and M2M more 
likely generates synchronized traffic in bursts. In addition, 
wavelet transformation has been used to decompose device 
model and subscriber time series. Our collected data traffic 
illustrates similar features as the datasets used in these works. 
However, we use two–level hidden Markov states to analyze 
the features of data traffic from different devices. 

In general, the traffic model of a single application type has 
been considered in the context of M2M, such as telemetry 
[5], video surveillance [17], and YouTube [5]. In our early 
research [18], we proposed a model for aggregated IoT 
traffic. However, the aggregated traffic of M2M and H2H 
(human-to-human) has not been considered in earlier 
research from the view point of moving vehicles.  

DATA COLLECTION FROM VEHICLES 
Data collection from vehicles is challenging, because of the 
number and dynamicity of vehicles, the restrictions from the 
network operators, and privacy and security requirements of 
users. Especially, it is difficult to access the aggregated data 
through monitoring and statistical methods. To tackle this 
challenge, we reproduce the aggregated data traffic from 
vehicles through simulations, taking into account both the 
mobility of the vehicles in the real world and typical 
application usage patterns. This approach can be used in 
future scenarios as well, when there is no data to collect.  

Vehicle Mobility 

To acquire the mobility information of the vehicles, we use 
datasets recording the movements of vehicles that have been 
collected from the real world by other research institutions. 

To have sufficient spatial and temporal span in the analysis, 
we selected two datasets for this research. The first one is the 



non-open taxi dataset from Oulu city, Finland [19], recording 
the movement of several hundred taxies during a period of 
several months in the city area of Oulu. The second one is 
the Cologne mobility dataset [20], recording the movement 
of 700 000 vehicles in an area of about 400 square kilometers 
for 24 hours. We use the combination of OpenStreetMap 
(OSM) [21], and Simulation of Urban Mobility (SUMO) [22] 
to process the datasets and to generate the mobility model of 
vehicles in the ns-3 [23] environment.  

The OSM road information is generated and validated by 
satellite images and GPS traces, and is commonly regarded 
as the highest quality road data publicly available. SUMO is 
an open-source traffic simulator with continuous space and 
discrete time. SUMO is capable of importing OSM maps. 
We use OSM to create the real-world maps and use SUMO 
to generate vehicular nodes and traffic, and mobility models 
in the real-world road maps according to the datasets. We 
import the results to ns-3. 

Figure 2 illustrates the positions of the base stations we 
generated according to the data given by [20] for the data 
collection. However, for the Oulu dataset, we distribute the 
base stations uniformly, as shown in Figure 3, as we had no 
knowledge of the base station locations in the City of Oulu.   

 

Figure 2.  The distribution of base stations of Cologne   
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Figure 3. The distribution of base stations of Oulu 

Mobile User Applications and Vehicular Devices 

A traffic model might be simple to create for a single 
application. However, when data from multiple applications 
from many vehicles is mixed, together with the movement of 
the vehicles, the traffic characteristics becomes complicated. 

In order to characterize the aggregated data traffic, we 
generated a large set of data in the network simulator ns-3. 
We simulated major applications used by mobile users and 
the data produced by vehicles. To produce realistic data, we 
generated the data according to the application 
characteristics reported in the literature [24-29]. 

Table 1. Traffic pattern of Web applications [24]. 

We simulated three types of applications widely used by the 
current mobile users: web surfing, social networks, and video 
streaming. Table 1 shows the parameters used for simulating 
the web surfing application. A web page consists of one main 
object and several inline objects. The sizes of the main 
objects and inline objects are fitted by Weibull and 
Lognormal distributions, respectively, and the number of the 
main objects and inline objects follow the Lognormal and 
Exponential distributions, respectively. The reading time 
follows the Lognormal distribution with different parameters. 

Parameter Distribution & Parameter  

QQ message 
length LM 

Generalized extreme 
value 

k=0.691 
282.413 
66.363 

QQ message 
lasting time TM 

Lognormal 
4.487 
0.4819 

QQ packet 
length LP 

Generalized extreme 
value 

k=1.116 
121.866 
41.265 

Packet arrival 
interval TL 

Generalized Pareto 
k=0.8875 

20.406 
0.03 

Table 2. Traffic pattern of Instant Messaging QQ [25]. 

QQ is an Instant Messaging software widely used with 
mobile phones. It supports online chatting, audio and video 
and file transmission. Table 2 illustrates the traffic pattern of 
QQ used in our simulation. For the video streaming 

Parameter Mean Median Standard 
deviation 

Fitted distribution 

Main object 
size 

31561 
bytes 

19471 
bytes 

49219 
bytes 

Weibull(λ=28242.8 
k=0.814944) 

Main object 
no. 

2.19 1 2.63 Lognormal(µ=0.473
844,σ=0.688471) 

Inline 
object size 

23915 
bytes 

10284 
byte 

128079 
bytes 

Lognormal 
(µ=9.17979, 
σ= 1.24646) 

Inline 
object no. 

31.93 22 37.65 Exponential 
(µ =31.9291) 

Reading 
time 

39.7 s — 324.92s Lognormal(µ=−0.49
5204,σ=2.7731) 



applications, we selected You Tube with progressive 
download with the parameters shown as Table 3, by 
analyzing the data in [26]. 

Table 3. Traffic pattern of YouTube streaming. 

We generated the data pattern to simulate the data produced 
by vehicles and their devices (Table 4) based on [27] and [28]. 

Message type Device 
no. 

Packet size 
(byte) 

Sending 
interval 

Location 3 183 2 sec.
Direction 3 86 2 sec.

Real time traffic info. 1 99 2 sec.
Intersection collision 

warning 
1 81 6 sec. 

Vehicle diagnostics 
and maintenance 

4 83 5 sec.

Traffic signal 
violation warning 

4 89 6 sec.

Surveillance info. 2 Gamma(12.4
6,1.18) 

24 frames/s

Route planning 
request 

1 
116 Normal(20,4)

Vehicle diagnostics 
and maintenance 

1 140 Normal1000,
200)

Pedestrian crossing 
info. at designated 

intersections 

1 
81 Exp (λ=4.0) 

Accident report 1 124 4 hour

Table 4. Traffic pattern of vehicle related data. 

In addition, user behavior varies during a day. For example, 
users are more likely to surf the web during the day, watch 

 

Figure 4. Ratio of applications at different times during a day 

video in the night, and chat with others during the rush hour 
just before or after work. We set the ratio of the number of 

different applications during the different times of a day, as 
shown in Figure 4, by analyzing the data in [29]. 

Aggregated Data 

In short, we generated vehicle traces for the ns-3 simulation 
from the Cologne and Oulu datasets using OSM and SUMO. 
Then we simulated in ns-3 various application data from 
each vehicle based on the traffic patterns shown in Tables 1-
4. The data traffic was sent to and received from the network 
through the nearest base station. As a result, we obtained data 
traffic for each base station. Figure 5 illustrates the 
aggregated data of base station 15 (see Figure 3) for 7 days 
in the City of Oulu. Here we can see that the data traffic 
roughly repeats the same pattern each day. 

 

Figure 5. Aggregated data for one week in Oulu. 

Figure 6 illustrates the aggregated data of the base station in 
Cologne (marked in Figure 2) for 24 hours. Here we can see 
that the two peaks of data traffic are roughly at 6.30am-
7.30am and 17.00pm-19.00pm, which would probably 
coincide with rush hours. 

 

Figure 6. Aggregated data of 24 hours in Cologne 

TWO-LEVEL HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL  
Having the data aggregated at each base station, we analyze 
the characteristics of the data and use a two-level Hidden 
Markov Model (HMM) to model the data.  

Data Characteristics  

One can observe that the aggregated data shows periodicity 
and two-stage feature at large temporal scale. The data traffic 
has a crest and a valley in a period of one day. Moreover, in 
one day, the traffic shows stage feature. 

To observe the small-scale features of the data traffic, we 
calculate the Probability Density Function (PDF) of the data 
traffic for 24 hour intervals, as shown in Figure 7. Here we 

Class I Class II Class III

Social Network 32.20% 23.03% 25.47%

Web Browsing 24.90% 37.14% 22.83%

Streaming 26.50% 19.84% 33.12%

Others 16.40% 23.76% 18.58%

0
0.05

0.1
0.15

0.2
0.25

0.3
0.35

0.4

Social Network Web Browsing Streaming Others

Progressive 
download 

Time (s) Download rate (kbyte/s) 
& distribution

Burst phase 5.5 609 
Throttling(video) 127.5 Normal(12.91,4.28)
Throttling(audio) 127.5 Normal(12.77,2.23)

Download finished 68.5 0 



can see that the data traffic shows a feature of levels, i.e., the 
arrival data rate at base stations concentrate on certain stages.  

To confirm this feature, we drew also the PDF of the data 
traffic for 7 days in Oulu, as shown in Figure 8. We observe 
that the data traffic fluctuates at a small temporal scale and 
the data arrival rates concentrates on different stages.  

Two-level Model 

Next, we process the collected data to determine state 
parameters. We define two sets of states according to the 
fluctuation and stage features at large and small temporal 
scales. The first level is at the Large Scale (LS) level. After 
clustering the fluctuation stage using a modified Piecewise 
Aggregate Approximation (PAA) method [30], we get a 
discrete time series. 

 

Figure 7. PDF of data traffic of in Cologne for 24 hours 

 

Figure 8.  PDF of data traffic of in Oulu for 7 days 

Let 1,2, … , | |  denote the collection of the time 
series at the LS level, | |is the number of the divided time 
period.  is the LS level state at time t. ≡ P
， ∈ , is the probability when initial state is equal to i. 

|  is the transition probability from 
the state i to state j. Thus, { , , … , } consists of a state 
chain at the LS level. 

The second level is at Small Scale (SS) level, it is associated 
with each state at the LS level. Based on the clustered LS 
level sequence, K-means [31] algorithm is used to cluster the 
traffic fluctuation in the small scale. Let |

1,2,… , | , ∈  be the collection of data arrival rate 
at the SS level when LS state is i .  is the SS level state at 
time t. | ≡ | ,  is the probability 

when initial state is equal to m and the LS state is i. |

| , :  is the transition probability 
from SS state m to SS state n when the LS state is i.  Thus, 
given LS state : τ ， , , … , τ  consists its 
internal SS state.  

In addition, assume O , , … , , ∈ 1,2,… ,  is the 
observation state sequence for a period of T,  is the data 

arrival rate at time t. | ≡ | ,  is 
the probability of arrival data rate is equal to k when LS state 
is i and SS state is m.  

Therefore, the model can be described using λ

, , | , | , | . Here both the LS and SS chains 
are hidden, only the observed layer are known from the 
collected data.  

To formulate the two level model, we assume that the LS and 
SS chains have the no aftereffect property of a Markov chain. 
We also assume the outputs are only controlled by the SS 
process and conditionally independent when the underlying 
states are given. Hence, our two level model becomes the 
Hierarchical Hidden Markov Model, i.e., TL-HMM. 

Therefore, we can use Baum-Welch algorithms to calculate 

the parameters of the model λ , , | , | , |  
under the observation sequenceO , , … , . 

EVALUATIONS 

We evaluated the proposed model by comparing the data 
traffic generated according to the model with the original 
simulation data. Figure 9 (a) and (b) illustrate the data traffic 
of one week in Oulu synthesized with the model. The initial 
probability matrix values were set randomly. Figure 9 (c) is 
the collected data. We also synthesize the traffic using HMM 
(i.e., one level), as shown in (d). Here we can see that the 
synthesized results varies with the initial probability matrix, 
but with proper values, the model can well represent the 
aggregated data traffic in one base station from a number of 
moving vehicles. 

Figure 10 (a) and (b) illustrates the synthesized traffic of 24 
hours in Cologne using different initial probability matrixes, 
and (c) is the collected data. Here we can see that through the 
two level model, both the large scale and small scale features 
can be characterized. Again, the results depends on the 
selection of the initial probability matrix of the TL-HMM. 

We calculated also the statistical parameters, as shown in 
Table 5 and Table 6. Here we select the initial probability 
matrix of π 0.8，0.1，0.1  for Oulu data and 	π
0.85，0.10，0.05  for Cologne data which can better 

model the traffic. Figure 11 (a) and (b), and Figure 12 (a) and 
(b) show the PDF and CDF for the two datasets.  



Here we can see that mean absolute percentage error of TL-
HMM is less than 10%. Compared with the HMM, the 
proposed two-level HMM model provide a better method to 
model the data traffic. However, the accuracy of the model 
varies with the selection of the initial probability matrix. In 
the above tests, we selected random values. We are now 
investigating methods to find optimal values for the initial 
probability matrix.  

 

(a) Synthesized data using TL-HMM (initial probability 
matrix . ， . ， . ) 

 

(b) Synthesized data using TL-HMM (initial probability 
matrix . ， . ， . ） 

 

(c) Original aggregated data of one week in Oulu 

 

(d) Synthesized data using one level HMM  

Figure 9. Comparison of original and synthesized data of one 
week in Oulu 

Parameters
 

Model 

Mean 
absolute 

error (Byte) 

Mean absolute 
percentage 
error (%) 

Standard 
deviation 

(Byte) 
TL-HMM 85 8.7 231

HMM 337 15 400

Table 5. Statistical difference of one week Oulu data   

 

(a) Synthesized data using TL-HMM (initial probability 
matrix 	 . ， . ， .  

 

(b) Synthesized data using TL-HMM (initial probability 
matrix 	 . ， . ， . ） 

 

(c) Original aggregated data of 24 hours in Cologne 

 

(d) Synthesized data using one level HMM 

Figure 10. Comparison of original and synthesized data of 24 
hours in Cologne 



   Parameters 
 

Model 

Mean 
absolute 

error(Byte) 

Mean absolute 
percentage 
error (%) 

Standard 
deviation 

(Byte)
TL-HMM 110.23 9.34 129.81

HMM 158.36 13.48 188.54

Table 6. Statistical difference of 24 hours Cologne data 

 

(a) Probability Density Function (PDF) 

 

(b) Cumulative Distribution Function (CFD)  

Figure 11. PDF and CDF of Oulu data 

 

(a) Probability Density Function (PDF) 

 
(b) Cumulative Distribution Function (CFD)  

Figure 12. PDF and CDF of Cologne data 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper we proposed a Two-level Hidden Markov 
model (TL-HMM). The first level hidden Markov chain 
models the large scale characteristics of the data traffic, 
mainly influenced by the daily behavior of the people on 
board. The second level hidden Markov chain models the 
small scale characteristics of the data traffic, mainly 
influenced by the data produced by the vehicular devices. 
Our experimental results show that the proposed model can 
be used to characterize the data traffic from vehicles.  

The model can help to estimate the network performance and 
predict the future network traffic considering the impacts 
from increasing number of vehicles. Our future work is to 
refine the proposed model by analyzing more datasets and 
studying initial probability matrix values.  We will also 
consider how the model could be verified with measurements 
from a real network, for example, the 5G Test Network 
(http://5gtn.fi/). Moreover, we will investigate the influence 
of the data traffic from the vehicles on the core network and 
consider future scenarios for both end-user application usage 
and vehicular devices. Finally, combining this model with 
other design tools would enable more detailed analysis of the 
requirements that vehicles set to networks. 
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